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What is a DoS Attack ?What is a DoS Attack ?

Malicious attempt by a group of people to cripple Malicious attempt by a group of people to cripple 
an online servicean online service

Flood the victim (server) with packetsFlood the victim (server) with packets
Overload packet processing capacityOverload packet processing capacity
Saturate network bandwidthSaturate network bandwidth

Two Types of DoS AttacksTwo Types of DoS Attacks
Resource Exhaustion AttacksResource Exhaustion Attacks
Bandwidth Consumption AttacksBandwidth Consumption Attacks



Attack Architecture Attack Architecture –– Direct AttacksDirect Attacks
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Example Example –– SYN FloodingSYN Flooding

Establishment of TCP connection Establishment of TCP connection 
using threeusing three--way handshakeway handshake
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Attacker v/s. DefenderAttacker v/s. Defender

Goal of the attackerGoal of the attacker
Make the defender waste its resources by interacting Make the defender waste its resources by interacting 
with the attackerwith the attacker
Prevent the defender from learning its identityPrevent the defender from learning its identity

Defense against DoS AttacksDefense against DoS Attacks
Reduce the cost to the defender of engaging in the Reduce the cost to the defender of engaging in the 
protocolprotocol
Introduce some sort of authenticationIntroduce some sort of authentication

Formal methodsFormal methods are a good way to analyze DoS are a good way to analyze DoS 



Contribution of the paperContribution of the paper

Framework to evaluate a protocol for resistance Framework to evaluate a protocol for resistance 
to DoS attacksto DoS attacks

CostCost--based Modelbased Model for the list of actions taken by for the list of actions taken by 
the attacker and the defenderthe attacker and the defender

Compare the cost to the attacker with the cost to Compare the cost to the attacker with the cost to 
the defenderthe defender



FrameworkFramework

Assign costs of engaging in individual actionsAssign costs of engaging in individual actions

Compare costs of defender and attackerCompare costs of defender and attacker

Incorporate GongIncorporate Gong--SyversonSyverson’’s fails fail--stop modelstop model
A protocol is failA protocol is fail--stop if it halts upon detection of any stop if it halts upon detection of any 
bogus message (replay or message from intruder)bogus message (replay or message from intruder)
Requires strong authentication making itself Requires strong authentication making itself 
vulnerable to DoS attacksvulnerable to DoS attacks



FrameworkFramework

Modified FailModified Fail--stop Protocolstop Protocol
Extension to any action taken by a principal, not just Extension to any action taken by a principal, not just 
the acceptance of a messagethe acceptance of a message
Define a function Define a function FF from actions to costsfrom actions to costs

Protocol is failProtocol is fail--stop with respect to stop with respect to FF, if a principal cannot be , if a principal cannot be 
tricked into engaging in a protocol up to and including action tricked into engaging in a protocol up to and including action 
AA, unless attacker expends an effort of more than , unless attacker expends an effort of more than F(A)F(A)
Protocol is insecure against DoS attacks, if Protocol is insecure against DoS attacks, if F(A)F(A) is trivial for is trivial for 
the attacker as compared to that of the defenderthe attacker as compared to that of the defender



Station to Station ProtocolStation to Station Protocol

Uses DiffieUses Diffie--Hellman protocol along with digital Hellman protocol along with digital 
signatures for key exchange and key signatures for key exchange and key 
authentication between two principalsauthentication between two principals

A         B : gA         B : gXXAA

B         A : gB         A : gXXB B , E, EKK (S(SBB(g(gXXB B , g, gXXAA))))

A         B : EA         B : EKK (S(SAA(g(gXXA A , g, gXXBB))))

• g – generator of the group

• XA – A’s secret

• XB – B’s secret

• K – shared secret between A & B

K = g g XXB B .. XXAA



AliceAlice--andand--Bob SpecificationsBob Specifications

It is a sequence of statements of the form It is a sequence of statements of the form 
A        B : TA        B : T11, T, T22, , ……, T, Tkk || M || O|| M || O11, O, O22, , ……, O, Onn

TTii –– operations performed by A, and operations performed by A, and 
OOjj –– operations performed by Boperations performed by B

Three Types of EventsThree Types of Events
Normal Events (send and receive)Normal Events (send and receive)
Verification Events (occur only at receiver)Verification Events (occur only at receiver)
Accept Event (OAccept Event (Onn))

Desirably precedes relationDesirably precedes relation



Protocol SpecificationProtocol Specification

1.1. A          B : A          B : preexppreexp11, storename, storename11 || || ggXXAA ||                                                 ||                                                 
storenoncestorenonce11, storename, storename22, accept, accept11

2.2. B          A : B          A : preexppreexp11, sign, sign11, exp, exp11, encrypt, encrypt11 || || ggXXB B , E, EKK (S(SBB(g(gXXB B , g, gXXAA)))) || || 
checknamecheckname11, retrievenonce, retrievenonce11, exp, exp22, decrypt, decrypt11, , 
checksigchecksig11, accept, accept22

3.3. A          B : signA          B : sign22, encrypt, encrypt22 || || EEKK (S(SAA(g(gXXA A , g, gXXBB)))) || || 
checknamecheckname22, retrievenonce, retrievenonce22, decrypt, decrypt22, checksig, checksig22, , 
acceptaccept44



Cost FunctionsCost Functions

Cost Set Cost Set 
expensive expensive > > medium medium > > cheap cheap > > 00

Cost FunctionCost Function
Function from set of events by an annotated AliceFunction from set of events by an annotated Alice--
andand--Bob Specification Bob Specification PP to a cost set to a cost set CC

Attacker Cost FunctionsAttacker Cost Functions
Attacker cost set augments Attacker cost set augments very expensive very expensive and and 
maximalmaximal



DefinitionDefinition
Let Let 

CC –– Defender cost setDefender cost set
GG –– Attacker cost setAttacker cost set
δδ –– Event cost function defined on the annotated AliceEvent cost function defined on the annotated Alice--andand--Bob protocol Bob protocol 
((PP) and the cost set () and the cost set (CC))
δδ’’ (V(Vjj)) –– Message processing cost function associated with Message processing cost function associated with δδ on on 
verification eventsverification events

Cost of processing a message upto and including a failed verificCost of processing a message upto and including a failed verification eventation event
δδ’’ (V(Vjj) = ) = δδ (V(V11) + ) + δδ (V(V22) + ) + …….  + .  + δδ (V(Vjj))

∆∆ (V(Vnn)) –– Protocol engagement cost function associated with Protocol engagement cost function associated with δδ on accept on accept 
eventsevents

Cost of processing the last message + cost of composing any messCost of processing the last message + cost of composing any message sent age sent 
as the result of that last messageas the result of that last message
Expensive for all accept events in the StationExpensive for all accept events in the Station--toto--Station protocolStation protocol

θθ –– Attack cost functionAttack cost function



DefinitionDefinition

AliceAlice--andand--Bob specification of a cryptographic protocol is Bob specification of a cryptographic protocol is 
failfail--stop ifstop if

Whenever a message is interfered with, then no accept event Whenever a message is interfered with, then no accept event 
desirablydesirably--after the receiving of that message will occurafter the receiving of that message will occur

Tolerance RelationTolerance Relation
Defined as the subset of Defined as the subset of C x G C x G consisting of all pairs consisting of all pairs (c,g)(c,g), such , such 
that attacker cannot force defender to expend resources of cost that attacker cannot force defender to expend resources of cost 
cc or greater without expending resources of cost or greater without expending resources of cost gg or greateror greater
(c(c’’, g, g’’)) is within the tolerance relation if there is a is within the tolerance relation if there is a (c, g) (c, g) in the in the 
relation such that relation such that cc’’ <= c<= c and and gg’’ >= g>= g



Evaluating Protocol SecurityEvaluating Protocol Security

StepsSteps
DecideDecide

Intruder CapabilitiesIntruder Capabilities
Intruder Cost FunctionIntruder Cost Function

DecideDecide
Tolerance RelationTolerance Relation

Determine the minimal attack cost functions with respect to Determine the minimal attack cost functions with respect to 
which the protocol is failwhich the protocol is fail--stopstop
For each attack cost function For each attack cost function θθ determine:determine:

If event If event EE11 is an event immediately preceding a verification event is an event immediately preceding a verification event EE22, , 
then (then (δδ’’ ((EE22), ), θθ ((EE11)) is within the tolerance relation)) is within the tolerance relation
If If EE is an accept event, then (is an accept event, then (∆∆ ((EE), ), θθ ((EE)) is within the tolerance )) is within the tolerance 
relationrelation



StationStation--toto--Station ProtocolStation Protocol
1.1. A          B : A          B : preexppreexp11, storename, storename11 || || ggXXAA ||                                                 ||                                                 

storenoncestorenonce11, storename, storename22, accept, accept11

2.2. B          A : B          A : preexppreexp11, sign, sign11, exp, exp11, encrypt, encrypt11 || || ggXXB B , E, EKK (S(SBB(g(gXXB B , g, gXXAA)))) || || 
checknamecheckname11, retrievenonce, retrievenonce11, exp, exp22, decrypt, decrypt11, , 
checksigchecksig11, accept, accept22

θθ ((checknamecheckname11) ) –– cheap  (cheap  (within tolerance relationwithin tolerance relation))
δδ’’ ((checksigchecksig11) ) –– expensive, expensive, θθ ((decryptdecrypt11) ) –– expensive to very expensive expensive to very expensive 
((may or may not be within tolerance relationmay or may not be within tolerance relation) ) 

3.3. A          B : signA          B : sign22, encrypt, encrypt22 || || EEKK (S(SAA(g(gXXA A , g, gXXBB)))) || || 
checknamecheckname22, retrievenonce, retrievenonce22, decrypt, decrypt22, checksig, checksig22, , 
acceptaccept44

δδ’’ ((checknamecheckname22) ) –– cheap  (cheap  (within tolerance relationwithin tolerance relation))
δδ’’ ((checksigchecksig22) ) –– expensive, expensive, θθ ((decryptdecrypt22) ) –– atmost medium atmost medium 
((not within tolerance relationnot within tolerance relation))



Tools & ModelsTools & Models

Casper, MurCasper, MurΦΦ, NRL Protocol Analyzer, NRL Protocol Analyzer
Incorporate degree of security provided by each Incorporate degree of security provided by each 
message as it is processedmessage as it is processed
Keep a running tally of the cost involved, as an attack Keep a running tally of the cost involved, as an attack 
is constructedis constructed



Comments on the PaperComments on the Paper

A neat framework to evaluate protocol A neat framework to evaluate protocol 
resistance to DoS attacksresistance to DoS attacks

Framework could be viewed as a game model Framework could be viewed as a game model 
between a defender and multiple attackersbetween a defender and multiple attackers

However, this may or may not resolve bandwidth However, this may or may not resolve bandwidth 
consumption attacksconsumption attacks



Questions ???Questions ???
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